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About This Game

Great Permutator is a puzzle. Hard and tricky. One in which you will have to build a complex system of conveyors and various
devices so that the colored boxes can travel across the factory and arrive at right places and in right order. If you are into clever

engineering puzzles like LightBot, Manufactoria and SpaceChem, this game is for you.

Features

50 levels (+15 bonus levels)

10+ types of action blocks

16 not-so-easy achievements

Global score leaderboard
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Nice pixel art graphics and cool soundtrack

Level editor with sharing levels via Internet
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Title: Great Permutator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ripatti Software
Publisher:
Ripatti Software
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2014
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the great permutator. great permutator solutions. great permutator. great permutator steam. great permutator review. great
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Hidden gem.

I bought The Great Permutator on a whim, it didn't disappoint. It looks deceptively simple, but it's a solid puzzle game that
impressed on many levels.

Each puzzle is surprisingly distinct, and stayed fresh throughout. After completing about half the game I thought patterns would
start repeating and it would get easier. Not so, not at all. I don't know if each level was crafted entirely by hand or if developers
got help from an automated generator, but it's obvious great care went into level design. The periodic introduction of new
machines, well into the second act, was also well crafted and created a good sense of progression. As others have mentioned, the
solutions often revolve around heuristics, bit of trial and error, finding clever tricks, and exploiting the ordering of inputs. A
programming game this is not, and solutions are not generalized - they wouldn't work on any random inputs. Not an issue for me
at all, but worth mentioning.

This is an indy, graphics & music are what you'd expect. The music is repetitive - but you're not buying this for the soundtrack,
right? Graphics could certainly be better, I'd have preferred a higher resolution myself. That said, I'm not docking any points
here - the game play doesn't suffer and developers time was spent where it mattered, on the puzzles themselves.

Well worth the asking price if that's you kind of thing.. Hidden gem.
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